Feedback associative memory based on a new hybrid model of generalized regression and self-feedback neural networks.
The focus of this paper is to propose a hybrid neural network model for associative recall of analog and digital patterns. This hybrid model consists of self-feedback neural network structures (SFNN) in parallel with generalized regression neural networks (GRNN). Using a new one-shot learning algorithm developed in the paper, pattern representations are first stored as the asymptotically stable fixed points of the SFNN. Then in the retrieving process, each pattern is applied to the GRNN to make the corresponding initial condition and to initiate the dynamical equations of the SFNN that should in turn output the corresponding representation. In this way, the corresponding stored patterns are retrieved even under high noise degradation. Moreover, contrary to many associative memories, the proposed hybrid model is without any spurious attractors and can store both binary and real-value patterns without any preprocessing. Several simulations confirm the theoretical analyses of the model. Results indicate that the performance of the hybrid model is better than that of recurrent associative memory and competitive with other classes of networks.